We can choose to use our growing knowledge to enslave people in ways
never dreamed of before, de-personalizing them, controlling them by
means so carefully selected that they will perhaps never be aware of
their loss of personhood.
Carl Rogers, psychologist .

FREEDOM INFORMATION: Freedom to hold and express an
opinion are fundamental rights enshrined in law in many countries
for the benefit of all. Opposing opinions expressed with respect from
each person’s perspective should (in an ideal society) provide
reasonable data for peaceful and lawful resolution. Unfortunately the
enemy of this idealistic scenario is the all pervasive propaganda of
self-centred individuals and self-interested groups. Time and again
throughout history we see the decimation of civilization and peaceful
cohabitation by the desire for power of individuals and people
groups whose sole aim is to conquer others and take spoil. Race
against race, religion against religion, the weak covet power and the
strong monopolize control until atheism through Social Darwinism
murdered over 100 million ordinary people in the twentieth century
alone. The world after the Second World War was stunned at the
insanity of mass propaganda that brought about mass destruction,
mass murder, and the imminent peril of nuclear annihilation that
lingers until this very day. In an ideal society we are all bound to our
material world for the satisfaction of our basic human necessities like
water, food and shelter, but what we consume for pleasure is a
matter of choice. Consider then, who or what dictates our likes and
dislikes? Who is it that controls the information we receive to even
be able to make informed choices and form opinions in the first
place? This is where real power and real control lies. Whoever
controls the mass media, controls the individuals that depend upon
them - and by extension the democracies that stem from individual
opinion and decisions made at the ballot box.
But then came the Internet as a medium of information for the
masses. At last freedom of information seemed guaranteed and was
no longer the sole province of controlling mass media monopolies. At
last individuals could disseminate information and opinion until
someone spilled the beans that your data usage has been recorded
for years and instantly privacy for the masses died. There is more
power in personal privacy and in the retention of personal
information than in disseminating reams and reams of opinion into
the vastness of Facebook and the Internet. Information is power.
Privacy of personal information is power retained. Your personal
data attained by others is power lost by you and control of you
gained by them. You now exercise your mind on the Internet in a
controlled environment that can be manipulated at the whim of
people who desire power over you. Now just who are ‘they’? Are
‘they’ the police, foreign powers or just advertising moguls? Are they
the NSA, KGB, MI5, Mossad, ASIO perhaps? ‘They’ can be all of the
above and much more. In Australia until recently most Local
Councils had access to your Internet data for years and mined
collateral data to govern wifi usage, orchestrate local public opinion
and approval for public spending and so on. Superficially on the back
of this comes the ability for criminals to compromise Councils to find
vulnerable young people to enlist in drug cultures and sexual
perversion. Elderly people’s health records can be trolled so their
homes can be targeted for appropriation by ‘developers’.
Alternatively a City Council compromised by corrupt officers could be
used by self interested networking power groups who are agitating
for a one-sided, brainless world and their own self empowerment in
it. Vulnerable people would have their data mined and could then be

targeted as troops for the cause. Most probably these agitators
would envisage themselves to be an ‘Alternative Socialist’ or a ‘New
Atheist Network’ or perhaps just another self-hating ‘Hetrophobic
Lobby.’ All of these groups see themselves as superior in evolution
to ordinary people whom they despise as just the nameless, faceless
masses whose opinions can be shaped, enlisted, used and disposed
of as atheism has done since the ‘Enlightenment’ began. But even
these examples of self centred power brokers are not the worst case
scenario.
The worst outcome by far is what has actually happened. By surfing
the Internet people have provided a data wake of past expressions
of personal information requirements, (purchases, personal interests,
including natural curiosities, quirky inclinations in whatever gives
them pleasure). The past direction of your curiosity gives profilers a
window into your life that reveals a very intimate governing aspect
of your existence called your subconscious mind. Computerized
behavioural psychoanalysis, (an algorithm) then paints a picture of
who you are, why you are what you are - and why you purchase
what you consume for personal pleasure. This information from all
users of the Internet is then collated and made available to
advertisers, governments and who knows how many unlicensed,
unwanted predatorial individuals and groups who are seeking to
achieve power and monopolize wealth. You have handed over the
keys of your privacy and become captive to a life orchestrated by
others. You are contained by having divulged what is intimate and
beyond even your own ability to know and control, and handed it to
‘others’ who now know you and control you far better than you can
know and control yourself. A past profile makes your future choices
predictable. So now mass media input into the world can be tested
for desired effectiveness through the immediate surveillance of
people’s responses on news feeds, Facebook and Twitter. It can
then be adjusted for a more perfect outcome until desired uniformity
of majority opinion is acquired globally. Today your Internet window
into the world has become a peep hole for the rich and the powerful
into your prison cell. Its called liquid surveillance, but be consoled.
You’re not the only one. The whole world has gone the same path
and that is what makes a pinnacle of global political propaganda and
economic exploitation possible. The promised ‘Road Ahead’ that was
meant to give the world ‘freedom’ became a path to global mental,
emotional and physical imprisonment. This is the greater corporate
evil that has changed the world forever.
There is only one alternative and only one way of escape. It is
founded on pure truth and pure reason that does not accept
scientific theories and speculation as fact. For example the
information in the first cell, (the progenitor cell) at the very
beginning of your human existence at conception can’t happen by
chance. It is predictive information for physical outcome. In other
words if your mother’s egg cleaved together around the first two
progenitor cells to become two eggs, then you would have been
born with an identical twin! Why? Because the information in each
progenitor cell would have been the same plan for physical outcome.
A person is created in the gestational duration of their mother’s
womb by singular cell duplication from the first cell to around 70
trillion cells at birth nine months later. Each cell whether it becomes
a part of the hair, skin, blood, optical nerve, eye cornea or brain
neuron is defined in the information of the very first progenitor cell.
The entire physical outcome of all organic life be it plants, animals or
people are physically, ‘what they are’ because of initial DNA

information. Moreover there is in all the world a co-dependency of all
organic life. A baby when born must be fed other organic matter to
live and grow. That is the genetic program. The mutual codependency of all life to grow and multiply from complex stem cell
information is pure and perfect evidence for an Omniscient,
Omnipotent (all knowing and all powerful) God who created all
things by the power of his Word, (information).
Information that is posted on the Internet is created by intelligence,
delivered to your computer by intelligence, for your intelligent
assessment and your assessment and reaction is then examined by
another external intelligence. Likewise information written into the
DNA molecule for all organic life forms easily proves the existence of
an Almighty God. Our intelligence is created by God for the benefit
of his creation but intelligence that seeks to empower itself through
political propaganda and economic exploitation is aberrant to God’s
intended purpose because of something called ‘conscience’ either
good or bad. To believe in one Almighty God is the first step out of
your information prison that has been construed around you by the
people who have mastered you and that are trying to be an all
knowing and all seeing ‘god’ in control of your life. So then our
physical existence, our bodies are created and sustained by
information that comes from the Word of God. Our conscience
comes to us in the same way. When a little baby is born it has no
conscience as to what is right or wrong. It is totally dependant from
conception throughout gestation and even after it is born on the
instinctive conscience of its parents. So beyond the co-dependency
of all organic life there is a ‘co-responsibility’ of conscience for life,
reproduction, survival and mutual support. uman life we have an
extension to instinctive conscience that makes us different from the
animals. It is a God given ability to add one plus one to equal two.
We have an ability and freedom to make right choices. This works
and that doesn’t. Now it would be morally wrong to teach a child
that one plus one equals three. So we see in all the technology of
engineering and architecture an outward explosion of conscience
that creates not just the cities of the world with our transport and
communications - but the moral codes that sustain our civilizations
as well. When we get the calculations wrong our buildings fall down
and our planes crash. When we get the moral code wrong, we go to
war and the outcome of the last World War is that we now have the
scientific ability to burn up our world and everything in it. Worse
than that, since 2010 mankind has the ability to mutate the genetic
construction of a simple bird flu virus to make it transmissible from
mammal to mammal. This would kill an estimated one billion
mammals in the first year of release. At some point we have to use
the power of choice to make moral code decisions that wont destroy
everything and everyone. Sadly people in prison cells of their own
making don’t get any choice. To survive you must first break out of
the prison, but like a bird bred and kept in a cage - so many people
on the Internet cant even comprehend their captivity or the danger
that their ignorance entails. Suppose in the not too distant future
there were a group of people who decided that there are too many
carbon emitting citizens in the world as well as too many carbon
emitting cities. They’re not environmental terrorists as such, just
incredibly powerful people who don’t see the need for so many
ordinary people or perhaps they just prefer wild animals. The
Internet gives the ability to orchestrate world opinion to sustain
mutual mass annihilation of ordinary people through a simple
algorithm that pits one people group against another people group,

Church against Church, or person against person. The equation goes
something like this in your penitentiary world:
<MASS MEDIA INPUT + INTERNET OUTPUT>
=PROFILED INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP PREDICTABILITY
<PREDICTABILITY + PERSONALIZED PRECISION PROPAGANDA >
= ENTRAPMENT = GLOBAL CONFORMITY TO PLAN
= SLAVERY AND DEATH

All that ‘people in power’ have to do is add environmental factors,
i.e. ‘nationalism’, /China, /Iran, /Pakistan, /Russia, /Syria, /India VRS
‘other nationalism’, /America, /Europe /Saudi Arabia, /Israel =
kaboom kaboom. Like petrol on a fire by feeding people what they
inwardly want to hear - the algorithm does the rest. People who are
made predictable through propaganda, having been profiled through
Internet usage become slaves to the system and are expendable. So
what’s new? People in power who want to wage war to enlarge
personal empowerment have made these decisions since the first
cities were built in the Euphrates valley thousands of years ago.
More recently when unconscionable atheism through social
Darwinism murdered 100 million people in the twentieth century - all
‘they’ had in terms of mass media were newspapers, newsreels and
educational institutions. Data acquisition and profiling were done
through the note taking of secret police interrogators and their
psychoanalysts. Today the input of visual mass media is all
encompassing and all powerful. Through Internet usage people
themselves provide the data for personal, en masse profiling while
the personal algorithm does the work of the secret police.
There is only one alternative and only one way of escape. Firstly you
have to believe in the overwhelming evidence for an Almighty God.
Secondly you have to allow information from Him, (His Word) to
govern your decision making and your conscience. Our moral
dilemma is that we are born independent from His moral perfections.
God created us by his Word and by the same Word gave us our
conscience which is an ability to choose good over evil that we might
be loved by God and be able to express our love to Him and one
another. We must reconcile ourselves to the God who created us
from dust and whose perfection in love and justice is offended at our
hatred and immorality knowing that God loves to forgive sinners.
These are the first two keys to escape the prison of the Internet.
The third and final key is called sacrifice. Individual real Christian
self-sacrifice (for the sake of Christ) has been the moral centre and
core of developing civilizations for centuries. It was the sole
opposition to the all pervasive propaganda of self-centred individuals
and self-interest groups. It simply put them to shame. There is a
growing number of ordinary Christians who although largely unseen
in the electronic world, are joining hearts and hands, face to face to
effect a Kingdom not based on human power or control. Their
Kingdom is not of this world, yet it is found on the streets in nearly
every city. This Kingdom can only be entered by a heart conversion
to the cause and person of Jesus Christ who being the immortal
Word of God, became mortal flesh. That conversion brings with it a
different Spirit and a brand new heart - totally unrelated to the
observable Godless, Darwinian satisfaction of Freudian pleasure in
animal instinct. It is based on an awareness of an unseen spiritual
God revealed only by his Word and a restored freewill that holds
sacrificial love and respect for others regardless of race, social status
or even the physical difference of male and female. Jesus said in
John 3:7…
Do not marvel that I said to you, ‘You must be born again.’ The wind

blows where it wishes, and you hear its sound, but you do not know
where it comes from or where it goes. So it is with everyone who is
born of the Spirit.”
There is a definite unpredictability about people who are not
interested in the propaganda and entertainment of this world but
whose main concern in life is to fulfil the command of Jesus their
Lord to preach the Good News of reconciliation between God and
man in all the world. Jesus continues to say in John 3:16…
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever
believes in him should not perish but have eternal life. For God did
not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order
that the world might be saved through him. Whoever believes in him
is not condemned, but whoever does not believe is condemned
already, because he has not believed in the name of the only
begotten Son of God.
In Jesus Christ, the Word of God that made us and gives us a
conscience - became flesh . As the Word of God that condemns us in
our flesh for our moral corruption, he in his physical body is
condemned in our place. As the Word of God he was God’s ‘sentence
of death’ on all flesh and in his flesh was sentenced to death in our
place. God the Father literally sacrifices his Word, to save us all from
the wages of sin that is death. More than that, Jesus who became
sin for us and quite literally takes the blame for having made us in
His image as people with a freewill who can of conscience choose to
love or disobey God. Much, much more than just dying for the lost he rose to life from the grave in victory over sin and death. In the
physical life of Jesus Christ, Immortality put on mortality that we
who are mortal and believe in Him may one day be resurrected in
immortal bodies to be with Him forever more. The personal
empowerment of the Internet is easily sacrificed for Him who loved
us and gave His life for us. Jesus also says in John 3:19…
And this is the judgment: the light has come into the world, and
people loved the darkness rather than the light because their works
were evil. For everyone who does wicked things hates the light and
does not come to the light, lest his works should be exposed. But
whoever does what is true comes to the light, so that it may be
clearly seen that his works have been carried out in God.
The Way of escape from your electronic prison and the predictability
of your soul in an entertainment driven and pleasure seeking
Internet world is to sacrifice it daily. TV, phone, Internet connect –
whatever binds us to digitally provided pleasure – minimize it to the
best of your ability. News and entertainment make of zero effect on
your psyche. Jesus tells us to take up our cross and follow him every
day. He is our example of personal sacrifice. Of all the leaders, of all
the different religions, politics or cultures in history - Jesus alone told
his followers to put away swords for sacrificial love. He says we are
to, ‘love our enemies.’ That means to take responsibility for the
welfare of people who are in opposition to the simple Gospel of
Jesus Christ. God our Father is a Spirit and if you belong to Him, you
are spiritual and unpredictable in the direction of your life. Heaven
has entered your heart and will be yours in eternity to come. May
your repentance and conversion dear reader, from the carnal mind
to the Mind of Christ via the Word of God, (the Lord Jesus Christ) be
a wall between your heart and the controlling mind power of
propaganda, national or international. Swear your allegiance to
Christ alone. If you read a Bible and pray to Him, He will speak to
you. God bless.
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